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William M. Baker, author of *Timothy Warren Anglin*, teaches Canadian history at the University of Lethbridge.

Ken Cathers was born in Ladysmith, B.C. in 1951. After studying at Victoria and York, he went to work in the Harmac Pulp Mill in Nanaimo. He has published widely.

Bruce Cudney currently works for the Liquor Control Board of Ontario but has had a long, varied work life since his Ontario birth in 1933. He began writing poetry in 1970.

A. Gordon Darroch is a York University sociologist.

Mark Gabbert teaches history at the University of Manitoba.

Al Grierson lives in Vancouver and was a founding member of the Vancouver Industrial Writers' Union. Born in New Westminster in 1948, he now works for VIA Rail.

Eric A. Havelock is now retired after a distinguished career as a Professor of Classics.

Joseph Levitt teaches history at the University of Ottawa.

Nellie McClung lives in Vancouver and has published widely. She was born in 1929.

Erin Mouré lives in Vancouver and works for VIA Rail. She is active in the Vancouver Industrial Writers’ Union and has published three volumes of poetry.

Alan O’Connor is a doctoral candidate in York University’s Social and Political Thought programme.

Rosemary Ommer is a post-doctoral fellow in Memorial University’s Department of History.
Richard Price, author of *Masters and Men*, teaches history at the University of Maryland.

Alicia Priest was born and raised in the Yukon, studied nursing, anthropology, and writing. Now unemployed, she lives in Vancouver.

Bruno Ramirez, author of *When Workers Fight*, teaches at the University of Montréal.

Sandra Shreve now lives in B.C. but was born in Matane, Quebec in 1950. She is employed at Simon Fraser University and is active in the Association of University and College Employees.

J.H. Tuck teaches history at Memorial University of Newfoundland.

Tom Wayman, one of Canada's leading poets, is *L/LT*'s poetry support system and has helped compile the Work Poems section.

William N.T. Wylie works with Parks Canada as a historical researcher.
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